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for this kind of work. The specification includes a phosphorus limit of 0.06 of one per cent., whereas those given in articles 154 and 156 allowed an upper limit of 0.08 of one per cent. There is no question but that a limit of from 0.06 to 0.08 of one per cent., is necessary in order to exclude high phosphorus steels which are of necessity brittle. The author heartily commends these specifications, not only for the purpose named, but for all similar kinds of work.
Material. The metal composing the stand-pipe shall be soft, open-hearth steel, containing not more than 0.06 per cent phosphorus, and having an ultimate tensile strength of not less than 54,000 nor more than 62,000 pounds per square inch, an elastic limit not less than one naif the ultimate strength, an elongation of not less than 26 per cent, in eight inches and a reduction of area of not less than 50 per cent, at fracture, which shall be silky in character* Before or after being heated to a cherry red and quenched in water at 80° P., the steel shall admit of bending while cold, flat upon itself, without sign of fracture on the outside of the bent portion.
Test Pieces. All test samples Khali be cut from finished material. Tensile test pieces to be tit leant 16 inches long, and to have for a length of 8 inches a uniform planeti-edged sectional area of at least )4 square inch, the width in no*cane to be less than the thickness of the piece. Bending test pieces to be 12 inches long, and to have a width of not less than four times the thickness, with edges filed smooth.
Number of Tests. For the purpose of identification the number of the melt or heat of steel shall be stumped on each plate produced therefrom. At leant one full scries of test«» both chemical and physical, as above specified, nhifrU be made of each melt, and such additional test! may be made an, in the judgment of the inspector, seem essential for corroborative par-poses under varying conditions or method* of treatment of the metal.
Pinish of Material. All plates must be free from laminations and surface defects, and shall be rolled truly to the specified thicknesses.
Pacilitics for Testing. Complete facilities for the tests and inspections shall be provided by the contractor, as required.
Inspector. Material will be inspected at the mill by (name of a trustworthy testing concern equipped to make both chemical and physical tests) or such other party as mmy be approved by the engineer.
Additional Test Pieces. If required by the engineer, th© contractor will provide four certified samples of each thickness

